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An analog of Ramsey’s theorem for regular trees is proved. The original 
theorem is a special case of it. It is shown that the denumerable case of Ramsey’s 
theorem has no analog for binary trees. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [2] Ramsey proved the following interesting theorem. 
THEOREM. For all positive integers k, 1, IZ there exists a positive integer 
m such that for any partition of the n-subsets of (l,..., m> into k classes there 
exists an l-subset (aI ,..., a,> with all its n-subsets in the same class. 
On considering subsets of the set N of all nonnegative integers as sub- 
chains of (N,() the question arises as to whether generalizations of Ramsey’s 
theorem for partially ordered sets are possible. In this paper such a 
generalization for regular trees is given. In particular the case of l-regular 
trees yields Ramsey’s theorem. 2-regular trees are complete binary trees. 
Last, we shall show that Ramsey’s theorem with I = w, m = o cannot 
be extended to binary trees of denumerable height. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
A tree is a structure (A, 0, where A is a set and ( is a partial order on 
A such that (i) A has a smallest element and (ii) for all x E A the set of 
predecessors of x is well-ordered. When no ambiguity arises, we shall 
identity (A, <) and A. A tree is t-regular (t E N) iff each nonmaximal element 
has exactly t direct successors, A t-regular tree A is a (t, n)-tree (n E IV) 
iff every maximal subchain of A has exactly IZ + 1 elements. 
Obviously, for all elements x, y of any (t, n)-tree A inf,(x, v) is defined. 
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A tree (B, (‘) is subtree of (A, <) iff B C A and for all x, y E 
inf,(x, y)* In the case of linear orders, i.e., (1, n)-trees, the subtrees 
coincide with the subchains. For any tree A let Actan) be the set of its 
(f, n)-subtrees. 
Ak-partition(kEN)ofasetMisamappingfi~~jl,...,kr.Leki’bs: 
any constant mapping with range {i). 
Let t, n, k, II ,.~., Ire E N. T(t, n, II ,..., K I) is the smallest PI, E N such that 
for any (t, nz)-tree A and any k-partition of A(t~12) there exists i E (I,..., k] 
and a (t, I,)-subtree B of A with f) Bet,*) = i. If no such m exists let T be 
undefined. The numbers T(1, rz, II ,..., &) are the wel~-~~ow~ Ramsey 
numbers 111. 
3. SOME PROPERTIES OF T-NUMBERS 
The following monotonicity properties hold for T. 
LEMNIA, 1. If T(t”, y1*, II*,..., k 1%) is defined then in t~e~o~~~wing cmes 
m % l I ,..., &J is also de$ned and T(t, n, lx inert lk) < T(t*, n”, ll*,~.~, 16). 
(i) t = i”, n = la* k = k”, li = I;) 
7r a ~~~~~t~tion of 
(l,..., k), is{1 ,...) k>* 
(ii) t = t”, n = n”, k = k”, id 6 kg*, 
i E (I,..., kj. 
(iii) t = t*, n = n*, k -=c k”, Ed = l$“, 
i E (l,..., k). 
(iv) f = t*, n=n*-1, k = k”, li = I,* - 1, 
i E (I,..., k); IZ*~ Si* 3 1. 
Proofi The proofs of (i)-(iii) are analogous to the corresponding proofs 
for Ramsey numbers and may be left to the reader. 
(iv). For any tree A let A’ be the subtree consisting of all nonmaximal 
elements of A. Let m = T(t*, n*, II*?..., I$), A be a (t, m)-tree and f’ a 
k-partition of A’(t%a). We define a k-partition S of Act-~*) as f~ilows: 
S(X) = j’(X’). By hypothesis there exists i E (I,..., k) and a (b: &*)-subtree 
of A with Sj Bctsn*) = i. By definition B’ is a (t, @subtree of A’ with 
f’P . ‘(t,n) = i 
The following lemma is obvious. 
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Next we show that we only need to consider 2-partitions. 
LEMMA 3. Let t, n E N. If T(t, n, II*, Z2*) is defined for all II*, IS* E N 
then T(t, n, II ,..., &J is defined for all k, II ,..., lk E N. 
Proof. Induction on k. Lemma 3 holds for k = 1 by Lemma 1 and 
for k = 2 by hypothesis. We shall show the existence of T(t, n, II ,..., 1%) 
for k > 3. By induction hypothesis there exists &* = T(t, n, 1, ,..., .&). By 
hypothesis of Lemma 3 there exists m = T(t, n, &, 12*). Obviously 
T(t, n, II ,..., Z,J < m. 
4. RAMSEY'S THEOREM FOR REGULAR TREES 
THEOREM 1. T(t, n, II ,..., l,J is dejined for all t, n, k, l1 ,..., lk E N. 
Proof. By Lemma 3 it suffices to prove the following. 
LEMMA 4. T(t, n, II , Z2) is dejinedfor all t, n, II , I2 E IV. 
ProoJ: We define: Let A be a (t, m)-tree (m > 1) with minimal element 
a. Let a, ,..., a, be the direct successors of a and furthermore A<(i E {l,..., t)) 
be the (t, m - 1)-subtrees of A with minimal element ai . Then S(A) = 
(A 1 ,..., At). 
Lemma 4 will be proved by induction on n, each step including n = 0 
being done by double induction on (II , Zz). 
LEMMA 5. T(t,O,~,,~~)f~,+~,--1for~,+~,31. 
Proofi For II = 0 or Z2 = 0 Lemma 5 holds by Lemmas 1 and 2. 
Assume it holds for (II - 1, ZJ and (I1 , I, - 1). Let A be a (t, II + Z2 - l)- 
tree with minimal element a and f a 2-partition of A(t*o). Without loss of 
generality assume f(a) = 1. By induction hypothesis at least one of the 
following statements holds for S(A). 
(*) At least one Ai E S(A) contains a (t, I,)-subtree B with 
j-1 B’tJJ’ = 2. 
(**) Every Ai E S(A) contains a (t, Z1 - I)-subtree Bt with 
j-1 &t,*’ zzz 1. 
For (I,, , Z2) Lemma 5 holds in the first case with B, in the second case 
with (a> u fJ: Bi . 
DEFINITION. Let A be a (t, m)-tree with minimal element a. Let 
S(A) = (A, ,..., A,) and Bi be subtrees of Ai (1 < i < t). (B, ,.,., B3:” is 
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the set of all (t, n)-subtrees X of A with minimal element a such that X n 
is a (t, la - I)-tree (1 < I’ < t), 
Remark. By our definition of subtrees (Bl ,..-, $):” is the set of all 
(t, n)-subtrees of {CZ] u u: Bi with minimal element a. 
The induction hypotheses for Lemma 4 are 
HI: T(8, n, II - I,&) and T(t, n, II , I2 - 1) are defined. 
H2: Tft, n - 1, I*, I*) is defined for all I* s N. 
For the induction we need: 
LEMMA 6. For all 1 E I’W there exists m E N with the following property: 
%ior any (t, ml-tree A with minimal element a and any .%partitioa f of 
Attsn) and every i E (l,..., t) there exists a (t, 1)-&e Bi such that 
1. Bi C Ai (S(A) = (A, ,.,a, A,)), 
2. fi 1 ,...) BJ;” = const. 
PIVOT. We shall show that for suitable FE the construction of the trees 
B 1 ,.**i Bt can be carried through. WI will be determined recursively by 
iterated application of H2. This recursion will eventually be found in the 
last step. We will only describe in detail the first steps of this construction. 
For that assume m E N and A to be a (t, m)-tree, S(A) = (AI )..., A,.) 
aml. f  a 2-partition of A(**@. 
CLMM. Let m, E N and let X, ,..., X, be (t, ml> trees such that X$ C Ai 
for 2 < I < t (hence m > m,>. If m is suitably defined, then there exists 
a (t, I)-subtree & of A, such thatf (X) (XE (I$ ) X, ,..., X&“) is ~nde~e~d~~t 
OfXf-lB,. 
Proo$ Let YI = (YS1 ,..., Y$) ,..., Y, = (Y,s,..., r,") be an enumeration 
of all sequences Y = (Y, ,..., Y,) where Yi E XitSn--l) (2 d i < t). Next we 
define in s steps a descending chain AI1 I AI2 3 ,.S., > A,” of subtrees of A, . 
Definition of A,? Let m = T(t, n - 1, II*, II*> wbere II* will be defined 
later on. Consider the 2-partition f’ of Ait3n-1) defined by S’(X) = 
f(X w  0: Yil u (a)). By H2 there exists a (t, I,*)-subtree AI1 of A, such 
Wt.fl(AI1, Y,>“,,n = const. 
Let Al1 2 ,.*., > AIr(l < r -C s) be defined. Again by 2 we have: If 
1,” = T(t, n - 1, l&, I,*,,) where l& will be defined later on, then there 
exists a (I, ZF+,)-subtree A;+l of AIT with f l(A;‘r, U,,,):” = const. Let 
l,* = 1 and AIS = III . Herewith m is defined depending on m, ~ Next we 
show that f(X) (X E (BI , X, ,..., Xf)kn) is i~de~e~de~t of X n B1 . Let 
x, X’E (Bl ) x2 ).~‘) XJi” be such that X n Xi = x’ n X, for 2,( I’ < 2. 
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Hence (X n Xz ,..., X n XJ = Y, for some Y. By definition of A,? we have 
f(X) =f(X’) and the claim is proved. 
Now let A(l) = B1 u ui Xi u {a> and choose (t, m,)-subtrees Xi’) _C Xi 
(3 < i < t). By a similar construction we obtain a (t, 1)-subtree B, of X, 
such that f (X) is independent of 
X n (Bl u BJ (X E (Bl , B, , X2) ,..., Xt(l))2n 
This construction defines ml depending on m2 . After t steps Bl ,..., Bt is 
constructed andf/ (Bl ,..., B,):n = const. 
Proof of Lemma 4 for (II , I,). I = max(T(t, IZ, II - 1, Zz), T(t, n, I1 , Z2 - 1) 
exists by Hl. Applying Lemma 6 for I we get m. Let A be a (t, m)-tree, 
f a 2-partition of A@,lt) andf[ (Bl ,..., B,):” = 1. As I > T(t, ~1, II - 1, I,)) 
one of the following statements holds: 
(*) At least one Bi contains a (t, I,)-subtree B withf ] B(t*“) = 2. 
(**) Every Bi contains a (t, Z1 - I)-subtree Bi* withf ] Bf(t,n) = 1. 
In the first case consider B otherwise (a> u U: Bi”. As 
I b T(t, n, 11 , 12 - 1) 
the casef[(B, ,..., B,):” = 2 can be proved analogously. 
5. A COUNTEREXAMPLE 
Ramsey [2] proved that T(1, ~1, w, w) = o for all II E N. That means 
that for every 2-partition of the subchains of w  order type 1 + II there 
exists a subchain of order type w  in which all subchains of order type 
1 + 12 are in the same class. We shall show that an analogous theorem for 
binary trees does not hold. For that let A be a (2, w)-tree iff A is 2-regular 
and all maximal chains have order type w. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a (2, w)-tree. Then there exists a Z-partition of 
A@J) such that for every (2, w)-subtree B of A holds: f 1 Bc2g1) # const. 
Proof. Let A be a (2, o)-tree. We identify A with the tree of all finite 
0, l-sequences, where (x1 ,..., x,J < (yl ,,.., y,J iff m < PZ and xi d yi 
(1 < i < m). Let I(@, ,..., xm)) = m. Let R be the set of all (x, y) where 
x = (x1 )...) &A Y = (Yl Y.--Y IE), infAx, Y) = (zl ,-.., 4, x,+1 = 0, 
yr+l = 1. Obviously if x, y are incomparable then (x, y) E R or (y, x) E R. 
f is the following 2-partition of Ac2J): Let X = (x, y, inf,(x, y)} E At2J) 
and (x, y) E: R. f(X) = 1 iff Z(x) < Z(y). 
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Let be any (2, w)-subtree of A. 
j-1 B’2J const. If f 1 B2J) = 1, then ther 
in~nitely many x E B with (x, y) E R we have I(x) 
Iff I W) = 2, then there exists x E 13 such that for i~~n~te~y many y E 
with (x, y) E R we have I(X) > Z(y). Contradiction. 
Remark. It is easy to see that T(t, 0, w, CO> = w  and a ge~~ra~~za~~~~ 
of the above argument yields that T(E; TS, w, LO) # w  for t > I, n > 0;. 
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